Abstract-In this paper, a high performance image alignment approach is presented. This approach is classified as a point based alignment approach. An artificial immune system (AIS) with a modified mutation formula is used to find the correspondence points between the reference and the input images. After the correspondence is found, the least mean squares technique (LMS) is used to determine the transformation which is used to align the two images. This approach doesn't require any additional refinement or features detector as some others approaches required. To demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed algorithm, it compared with two state-of-the-art algorithms for different data sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image registration is the process of transforming different sets of images into one coordinate system, and it is widely used in various applications. Images may be photographs, images from different sensors, from different times, or from different viewpoints. Many common minimization strategies have been applied to image registration problems, such as exhaustive search, gradient descent [1] , simulated annealing and genetic algorithms (GA) [2] .
There are two basic steps of image registration process. First is to determine the similarity function. An image similarity measure quantifies the degree of similarity between intensity patterns in two images. The choice of an image similarity measure depends on the modality of the images to be registered. Common examples of image similarity measures include cross-correlation [3] , mutual information and sum of squared intensity differences. The second step is to solve the registration model.
Traditional optimization methods are easy to fail being trapped in one of the local minima so a global optimization technique is often required. Janko et al. [4] presented a successful application of GA to the registration of uncelebrated optimal images. F. L. Seixas et. al. [5] proposed image registration using genetic algorithm, in this work the point matching problem was addressed employing a method based on nearest neighbour however, this paper not evaluating the GA considering a real-world application. K. K. Delibasis et. al [6] proposed automatic point correspondence using an artificial immune system optimization technique for medical image registration, in this paper a modified mutation formula based on an uniform distribution was used. F. Ye et. al [7] proposed two step image registration by artificial immune system and chamfer matching, in this paper the artificial immune system has been used to find an initial transformation where the edge distance used as a fitness function then an area based method has been used to refine the transformation estimation.
The artificial immune systems are used for function optimization, the clonal selection and affinity mutation principles are used to explain how the immune systems perform the optimization process. There are many artificial immune systems were published in the context. An immune algorithm, named CLONALG, was developed to perform pattern recognition and optimization. De Castro and J. Timmis proposed opti-aiNet for Multimodal Function Optimization [8] . This algorithm is used in our registration approach. The mutation formula proposed at [8] was:
Where -c is the mutated component, c is the old component, N(0,1) is a random variable with Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unity standard deviation, α is the mutation ratio, f* is the fitness for an individual (solution) normalized between the interval [0,1], β is a parameter that controls the decay of the inverse exponential function.
In [6] instead of a Gaussian random variable an uniform random variable is used, however we study the distribution of warping parameter as will be shown in the next section ,we found that the parameter distribution were not uniform and it can be considered as a Gaussian random variable.
Therefore, we propose to perform image registration using AIS by incorporating modified mutation formula as it will be shown in section 3. The AIS randomly selects some points in the reference image then it search for its correspondence in the input image, after the correspondence is found the least mean square technique is used to find the transformation that align the reference and input images. This approach doesn't require a features detector as it usual in all point based image registration algorithms in addition to it doesn't need any refinement as the approach proposed at [7] .
II. THE DISTRIBUTION OF WARP PARAMETERS
The distribution of the warp parameters have been studied between many pairs of images. In this study; the first image of the car sequence is used as a reference image and the reset 63 images of the car sequence used as input images, the additive lucas -kanade (LK) registration algorithm is used to study the warp parameters. The distributions of the six affine parameters are shown in Fig. 1 , the scaling parameter along x-axis p1 is shown in (a), p4 the scaling parameter a long y-axis is shown in (b), the shearing parameter along x-axis p2 is shown in (c), the shearing parameter along y-axis p3 is shown in (d), p5 is the translation along x-axis shown in (e), finally the translation along y-axis p6 is shown in (f). It is easy to notice that the parameters distribution is not uniform as introduced in [6] and it can be considered as Gaussian distribution. Based on this study in the mutation part we will modify Eq. (1) to be suitable for the purpose of image registration. 
III. THE PROPOSED REGISTRATION APPROACH
The diagram describing the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 2 , the correspondence using an AIS consists of the following stages:
1) The population is initialized in the search range with n int cell. The population arrangement is described in Fig. 3 , where each row represent a cell, each cell consists of six components (x,y,dx,dy,s, θ ), these components represent the reference image point location( x, y).
2) The similarity transformation is used as a registration model, Eq. (2) described this transformation where dx is the translation along x-axis, dy is the translation along y-axis, s is the scaling factor and θ is the rotation in degrees. 3) The squared of normalized cross correlation coefficient is used as a fitness function, this fitness is calculated for each row from the population, this fitness function is normalized between the interval [0,1] so that we can used it directly . The fitness function formula is described below in Eq. (3) where a1 is a square patch around each pixel in the population, the coordinates of a1 is warped using it's parameters (dx,dy,S, θ ) to give a2 which is the correspondence patch (around the correspondence pixel) in the input image, m1 and m2 is the
4)
In this paper a modified mutation formula is proposed where Eq. (1), here the decay factor β is eliminated and the mutation percentage is multiplied by the search range. Each cell component is mutated according to the proposed mutation formula described in Eq. (4) )
where -c is the mutated component, c is the old value of the components, f * is the normalized fitness function, S max is maximum value of the parameter, S min is minimum value of the parameter. In the mutation stage; a number of n c clones is created for each cell then these clones are mutated, the clone has the highest fitness is selected, if this clone has a fitness bigger than the original population cell fitness then it replaced it. Each cell component is mutated with a constraint, that is the location of the new clone (x, y) must be in the reference image coordinates and any clone exceed S max or S mim is refused.
The process of clonal expansion and the mutation is repeated until the average fitness is stabilized and dropped below predefined threshold. 5) To prevent the correspondence points from concentrating in a small region in the image, a point suppression process is needed via keep a minimum distance among the points in the population, all points lie within this distance will be deleted from the population except the point which has the highest fitness. 6) Regeneration is needed after the suppression process so that, d% fresh cells is inserted to the population, each cell has a value within the search range for each parameter [S min -S max ].
7) All the previous steps is repeated until the predefined number of iteration is reached; here the correspondence step is completed.
8) Finally, we select the population cells that have fitness higher than a predefined value, here excellent point correspondence between the reference and input images is established so the least mean squares technique [9] is used directly to find the global transformation between the reference and input images.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT

A. Data set Description
We used two sets of images to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, including graphical image sequence (car sequence) and medical image sequence ( MRI sequence) each car image has a size 121x72 pixels, also we used a medical images with a size 160x160 pixels. The initial number of n int was 60, we used ten clones (n c =10) for each cell, 10 x10 patch around each point in reference image, six pixel suppression threshold in x-direction is used, the regeneration percentage was 40%, the average fitness stabilized when it drop below 0.001, fitness less than 0.96 is removed from the population, finally a 100 iteration is used to perform this process. All the pervious parameters are tuned experimentally to get the better results.
We used the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [9] - [10] and random sample Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm [12] to compare our approach accuracy versus these algorithms accuracies. Both ICP and RANSAC are correspondence algorithms required features detector, so that the well-known Harris corners detector [13] is used to find some control points in the reference and input images. This approach is implemented using MATLAB programming language. 
B. Visual and Comparative Results
After the simulation, we have observed very good improvement through the use of our approach with no decrease in registration accuracy.
The first experiment is shown Fig. 4 ; where a medical images are used, the reference image in (a), the input image in (b), the proposed approach registration error in (c), the registration error in the case of ICP and RANSAC shown in (d), (e) respectively, it is clear that the proposed approach produce a small registration error compared to ICP and RANSAC. In Table 1 the average peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) in dB over 10 runs is calculated. The PSNR is defined as: The second experiment is shown in Fig. 5 ; where a car images are used, the reference image in (a), the input image in (b) and their registration error in(c), the registration error when ICP is used shown in (d) and the RANSAC algorithm registration error is shown in (e). In this case as it presented in table 1 the proposed approach has 46.1626 dB average PSNR while the PSNR of the ICP and RANSAC algorithms are 31.2637dB, 43.3182dB respectively. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach over the ICP and RANSAC algorithms.
In Table II the main differences among the proposed algorithm, ICP and RANSAC algorithms has been summarized for different viewpoints. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a new approach for image registration, where AIS is used to determine some correspondence points between the reference and input images then the least mean squares technique is used to determine the global motion between the two images. The results show that the proposed approach gives a good accuracy compared to ICP and RANSAC algorithms in addition to our approach doesn't require any additional refinement or feature extraction as other point based approaches. The future works focusing on combining this registration approach with a segmentation process to improve the registration via determine the motion of each region in the image; also a higher order transformation model like projective transformation will be used.
